1 THE CLASSICS CLUB

M E D I U M : History of Science, Education, and Culture

I N T E N T : Learn history

S C O P E : Time-honoured, definitive works in diverse genres (e.g. prose or poetry, factual or fiction)

O U T P U T : Scholarly presentations, lectures, moderation, debates, oral examinations

S C H O L A R L Y E S S A Y S : (e.g. articles, books)

O U T P U T : Reading sessions; Discussions/ debates; Authoring sessions

1. The Classics Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Live sessions in ‘modes’ (e.g. practice, innovation, experimentation)
- Lectures

2 The Drawing Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Diagrams, scientific illustrations, digital artwork

O U T P U T : Scholarly presentations, lectures, moderation, debates, oral examinations

S C H O L A R L Y E S S A Y S : Scholarly essays, research articles, technical reports

O U T P U T : Technique presentations, practice exercises

2. The Drawing Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Systematic planning of media and visual resources
- Prototyping sessions; Review sessions; Revision sessions
- Oral communication — e.g. scholarly presentations, lectures, moderation, debates, oral examinations
- Systems Planning

3. The Typography Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Building Competences for Spatial Planners: Methods and Techniques for Outreach

O U T P U T : Technique presentations, practice exercises

3. The Typography Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- presentations, design sessions, technical developments
- Competitions

4 The Photography Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

4. The Photography Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Scientific and technical communication
- Systems Planning

5 The Writing Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Scholarship of Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

5. The Writing Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Systematic planning of media and visual resources
- Systems Planning

6 The Speech Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Scholarship of Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

6. The Speech Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Systematic planning of media and visual resources
- Systems Planning

7 The Broadcast Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Scholarship of Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

7. The Broadcast Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Broadcast communication — e.g. oral presentations, seminars, workshops, technical developments
- Systematic planning of media and visual resources
- Systems Planning

8 The Web Club

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Scholarship of Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

8. The Web Club

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Web communication — e.g. oral presentations, seminars, workshops, technical developments
- Systematic planning of media and visual resources
- Systems Planning

9 The Club Finder

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Scholarship of Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

9. The Club Finder

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Club Finder

10 The Scholarship of Systems Planning

M E D I U M : Scientific and technical communication

I N T E N T : Scientific and technical communication

S C O P E : Scholarship of Systems Planning

O U T P U T : Systematic planning of media and visual resources

10. The Scholarship of Systems Planning

A. Perdicoúlis

Scope

Coordinator

A. Perdicoúlis

Activities

- Scholarship of Systems Planning
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